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Abstract
There has been increasing interest in the field of surface plasmon resonance sensing
technology according to its advantages such as the small amount of sensing samples
required, freedom of electromagnetic interference and greater sensitivity. This research
investigates the using of a thin layer of dielectric material such as Barium Titanate (BaTio3)
over the Gold (Au) layer for enhancing the sensitivity of the surface plasmon resonance
sensor based phase interrogation technique. BaTio3 is adopted due to its excellent dielectric
properties such as high dielectric constant and low dielectric loss. Numerical results have
demonstrated that the surface plasmon resonance sensor with utilizing a thin layer of the
BaTio3 layer (5nm) over a fixed Au layer thickness of (50nm) exhibited a high sensitivity of
(250 degree/RIU) among other thickness values of BaTio3. Contrarily, the comparison of the
surface plasmon resonance sensor without utilizing BaTio3 layer provides (160 degree/RIU)
for fixed Au layer thickness (50nm). Hence, using of 5mm thin layer of BaTio3 over 50nm
of Au layer within surface Plasmon layer yield higher sensitivity of 250 (degree/RIU).
Keywords: Surface plasmon resonance sensor, Au layer, BaTio3 layer, Phase interrogation
technique
1. Introduction
The surface Plasmon resonance (SPR) phenomenon is known as the resonance
excitation of the surface Plasmon wave by exponentially decaying evanescent field of the
incident p-polarized light. It takes place when the frequency of the incident light matches
the frequency of the surface Plasmon wave; under this, the resonance condition is satisfied
[1-4]. This phenomenon has been widely used in various fields such as sensor technology,
nonlinear optics, spectroscopy, optical modulators and microscopy [5-6] [1]. During the last
three decades, there has been an interest in the field surface Plasmon resonance sensing
technology according to its advantages like high sensitivity, real time and high detection
accuracy [7] [4]. One of the most important parameters that affects the performance of SPR
sensor is the detection sensitivity because it will determine the ability of the sensor in
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detection the sample type and its concentration [8]. High sensitivity is attained by achieving
a large shift of resonance angle (in phase interrogation) or resonance wavelength (in
wavelength interrogation) with a small change of sample parameters like (refractive index,
thickness and concentration) [9].
Many studies have been carried out to improve the sensitivity of SPR sensor by
utilizing an additional layer of semiconductor, dielectric or metamaterial. Sharmila et al.
(2015) worked on an analysis of silicon to enhance the SPR sensor performance. They used
an additional silicon nano-layer to increase the stability and sensitivity, which enhances the
evanescent field near the metal-sample interface in comparison with conventional SPR
sensor [1]. Metamaterial has been exploited to enhance the detection accuracy of SPR
sensor, this is done by Sarika et al. (2015), on the other hand, the sensitivity of SPR sensor
based on metamaterial was still lower compared to the SPR sensor based on an additional
dielectric layer [2]. Other researchers were focused on sensitivity enhancement of SPR
sensor by using an additional layer of oxides based on interrogation technique, this work
was reported by Sarika et al (2013). Besides the sensitivity enhancement, this oxide layeris
also used as a protection layer for the metallic thin film from oxidation [3]. The
semiconductor (Zno) thin layer was utilized as a protection layer, besides the performance
of SPR sensor was also improved as presented in [4]. In this paper, we demonstrate that, by
using thin film dielectric material Ba Tio3, the SPR sensor can exhibite high sensitivity due
to its excellent dielectric properties compared to conventional SPR sensor (without using
this dielectric material) in which only Au layer is used.
2. Surface plasmon resonance sensor theory concepts
For SPR sensor, Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR) coupler method has been used
for resonance excitation of surface Plasmon wave by exponentially decaying evanescent
field of the incident P-polarized light. This method has two configurations as illustrated in
Fig. 1. One is an Otto configuration in which the sensing medium whose dielectric constant
εd is kept between the prism and the metallic layer with dielectric constant εm like Au or Ag
for supporting the surface Plasmon wave. If the light beam is incident with an angle (Ɵ)
larger than the critical angle, such that total internal reflection occurs at the prism/sensing
medium interface. The evanescent fields of the total internal reflection wave tunnel through
the sensing medium layer and excite propagating surface plasmon wave at the sensing
medium/metal interface. The sensing medium slit should be only about 1 μm wide, and for
this reason, the Otto geometry has not been widely explored in SPR sensing. The other type
is Kretschmann type in which a thin metallic layer with dielectric constant εm is deposited
directly on the base of high dielectric constant prism ε0, the sensing medium (sample) whose
dielectric constant εd is to be determined is kept in contact with the metallic layer. The light
beam again illuminates the prism at an incident angle (Ɵ) larger than the critical angle, such
that total internal reflection occurs at the prism/metal interface. The evanescent wave of the
total internal reflection penetrates through the metal layer and excites propagating surface
plasmon wave at the metal/sensing medium interface. This configuration is used in most
practical applications because no need to control the sensing medium gap in comparison
with Otto type [10-11].
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Fig. 1: Surface Plasmon Sensor Configuration (a) Otto type (b) Kretschmann Type

When the wave vector of P-polarized incident light matches the wave vector of the
surface Plasmon wave, which propagates along the metal-sensing medium interface, the
resonance condition is satisfied given by Eq. (1):
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where the incident wave light vector is a K and the surface Plasmon wave vector is Ksp
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where λ is the wavelength of the incident light, np is the refractive index of the prism, θin is
the incident angle of the laser beam at the prism-metal interface and ε1, ε2 are the dielectric
constants of metal and sensing medium (dielectric) respectively [5].
There are many parameters that determine the resonance condition like wavelength
of the incident light, incident angle, and the refractive index of both of the metal as well as
the sensing medium (dielectric). Under this condition, the incident angle is known as
resonance angle [4].
The P-polarized light is incident on the prism-metal interface at known incident angle
and reflected according to the total internal reflection theory; the reflectivity of the light is
measured by using optical detector. Based on Phase Interrogation mode, the reflected light is
measured as a function of incident angle with fixed incident light’s wavelength while
depending on the Wavelength Interrogation mode, the reflected light is measured as a
function of incident light ‘s wavelength with fixed incident angle. A sharp dip is observed
at the resonance angle in the Phase Interrogation mode or resonance wavelength in
Wavelength Interrogation mode. The refractive index of the sensing medium (sample) can
be determined by knowing the resonance angle [10].
3. The proposed surface plasmon resonance sensor
The proposed SPR sensor with utilizing dielectric material (BaTio3) is shown in Fig.
2. It consists of four layers; the first one is BK7 dielectric prism for achieving the resonance
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matching between the incident wave and SP wave that’s its refractive index depends on the
wavelength of the incident light due to dispersion relation.

Fig.2: The proposed SPR sensor configuration.

It is followed by Au thin film metallic layer for supporting the surface plasmon wave
at the metal-dielectric wave whose dielectric constant also depends on the wavelength
according to Drude model. This metal layer is covered with a BA Tio3 dielectric layer to
enhance the performance of SPR sensor. It is in contact with the sensing medium, which has
a refractive index within range (1.338-1.348) RIU.
It is necessary to utilize the laser source for establishing the resonance condition, He
Ne laser with wavelength 632.8 nm is proposed in this setup. Any small change within the
dielectric constant of the sensing medium will cause a large shift with SPR curve (the
reflectivity of the laser beam as a function of incident angle) this means large changing of
the resonance angle thus increasing the sensitivity of the SPR sensor.

S 

 res  res 2   res 1

n
n 2  n1

(4)

where Δθres is the change in resonance angle based on phase interrogation and Δn is the
change of refractive index. The detector is used to obtain the SPR curve from measuring the
intensity of the reflected laser beam as a function of incident angle. The minimum
reflectivity of SPR curve θres and λres based on the phase and wavelength interrogation
respectively as illustrated in Fig. 3. The shift from λres1 to λres2, or from θres1 to θres2
according to the change in refractive index of the sensing medium by using the phase and
wavelength interrogation respectively. The summation of the two values CR and CL from
the curve determine the full width at half maximum parameter of the sensor.
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Fig. 3: Surface Plasmon resonance sensor curve [12].

In order to obtain an expression for radiate properties such as reflectance and
transmittance of the multilayer, as in the Kretschmann configuration, there are three
methods: the field tracing method, the resultant wave method and the transfer matrix
method. Among these methods, the transfer matrix method is considered more accurate as it
contains no approximations.
For each layer, the phase shift and the admittance should be found in order to
compute the transfer matrix as follows:

j 

qj 
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n 2j
where: qj the admittance, βj the phase shift, nj refractive index and dj the thickness of layer j
respectively. The reflective index of the prism and the incident angle of the prism-metal
interface are np and θin respectively [13].

Fig.4: The proposed sensor layers architecture [12].

Fig. 4 illustrates the structure of the four layers surface plasmon sensor where
several reflections resulting at the each interface of the layers according to the incident light
at prism–first layer interface, the accumulation of those reflections must consider all for
computing overall reflection/transmission computations. For a propagating wave through
medium j towards medium j + 1 is described by the transfer matrix as shown in Eq. (7):
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The overall transfer matrix of multilayer is calculated as a function of the transfer matrix Mj
for each layer, described as:
m 1  m
M tot   j  2  11
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(8)

For a multilayer architecture consists of m layers, the total reflection R and the transmission
coefficients T are derived from:
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4. Numerical results and discussion
A transfer matrix method is used to study the performance of the SPR sensor without
using BaTio3 in compared with utilizing BaTio3 layer based Mat lab software. The He-Ne
laser with wavelength 633nm was chosen as an excitation source, the optical properties of
the layers as shown in Table 1, where the refractive index and extinction coefficients are
depend on the operating wavelength due to the dispersion relation while the thickness of the
layers has been selected for optimum performance. For a sensing medium, the refractive
index varies from 1.338 to 1.348 RIU (in steps 0.002).
Table 1: The optical properties of materials at 633 nm wavelength of light [14-15].
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Material

Refractive index (n)

Extinction coefficient
(k)

Thickness

BK 7 prism
Au layer
BaTio3 layer
Sensing medium

1.515
0.183
2.4043
1.338-1.348

0
3.431
0
0

25 mm
30-90 nm
5 nm
∞
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 5: SPR sensor’s resonance angle disparities versus refractive index of sensing medium of
various Au layer thickness (30nm,50nm,70nm and 90nm) of (a) 0nm and (b) 5nm thickness of
BaTio3 layers.

Fig.5a shows that the resonance angles for each Au layer thickness of rose
proportionally with a value of refractive index sensing medium. This can be explained by
Eq. (1): by increasing the refractive index of sensing medium for different thick Au layers,
the real part of wave vector of the surface plasmon wave (Ksp) also increases, which in turn
the resonance angle at which the resonance condition is satisfied. On the other hand, the
thickness of the Au layer also contributes to establishing the resonance condition at which
the resonance angle is happening, because changing its thickness from 30 nm to 90 nm (in
step 20nm) leads to changes in dielectric constant of this layer. Fig.5b: illustrates the
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variation of the resonance angle with refractive index of the sensing medium for 30nm,
50nm, 70nm and 90nm Au layers with preset 5nm thick BaTio3 layer.
As well as, for each thickness of Au and BaTio3 the resonance angle increases with
the increasing in refractive index of sensing medium. Where the BaTio3 layer with
thickness 5nm comes in contact with the Au layer, which leads to changes in the surface
Plasmon wave propagation real part constant of the wave vector and thus increases the
resonance angle of the proposed SPR sensor. Fig.6. shows the variations of sensitivity of
SPR sensor with a thickness of the metallic layer Au for fixed 0nm and 5nm thick BaTio3
layer. It is clear from this figure,in the fixed gold layer range from 30nm to 70nm, the
sensitivity of sensor with BaTio3 layer is higher compared to the sensitivity of sensor
without BaTio3 layer . This isdue to the large shift of resonance angle within a small change
of refractive index of sensing medium, which causes high sensitivity of the sensor,where the
thickness of this layer is selected for achieving higher performance of SPR sensor. It can be
viewed from Table 2 that, for Au layer with 50nm thickness, the sensitivity of SPR sensor
(without BaTio3 layer) increases from 160 (degree/RIU), to 250 (degree/RIU) when BaTio3
layer of 5nm thickness is applied to the Plasmon resonesensor.

Fig. 6: SPR sensor sensitivity variation against metallic layer Au thickness in BaTio3 thickness
values (0n and 5nm).
Table 2: The sensitivity of SPR sensor comparison for various thickness of Au layer for fixed BaTio3
layer thickness

Thickness of BaTio3 layer
(nm)
0 (without layer)
5
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Sensitivity (degree/RIU)
Thickness of Au layer (nm)
30
50
70
90
120
160
170
180
160
250
220
59
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5. Conclusion
In this paper, a thin layer of dielectric material BaTio3 is utilized. This layer is
added over the Au layer of the Plasmon resonance sensor. The numerical results have
demonstrated that a 5 nm thickness of this dielectric material is able to enhance the
sensitivity of the SPR sensor without BaTio3 from 160 (degree/RIU) to 250 (degree/RIU)
when BaTio3 layer with 5nm thickness is applied over the fixed Au layer of 50nm thickness.
The theoretical analysis is based on the phase interrogation technique. BaTio3 is used due to
its high dielectric constant, which provide large shift in resonance angle of the SPR curve
within a small change in the refractive index sample, thus high sensitivity can be
investigated.
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